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ABSTRACT

In this paper the basic relationship between response spectrum and fast Fourier transform is laid down.
Since long time the response spectrum has been used by structural engineers in the seismic domain and
nowadays it is going to be used to define transient motions. This way to define the excitation is more general
and more real than the use of classical shape pulses for the reproduction of real environment. Nevertheless
the response spectrum of a real excitation represents a loss of some information with respect to the Fourier
transform. A useful discussion could arise from these observations.
Appendix A gives the relationship between the mathematic Fourier transform and the digital Fourier
transform given by computers, while Appendix B gives some examples of response spectra and Fourier
transforms of simple functions.
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0. DEFINITIONS AND SYMBOLS

Definit ions

SHOCK RESPONSE SPECTRUM (SRS) [1]: (definition 2)- an expression that

approximates the maximum responses (displacement, velocity or acceleration) to

an applied shock of an assembly of linear single-degree-of-freedom systems, as a

function of their natural frequencies.

FOURIER TRANSFORM [1]: Direct Fourier Transform - The transformation of a non-

periodic function of time (or other variable such as distance) into a continuous

function of frequency (or other variable such as wave number).

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM (FFT) [14]: The Fast Fourier Transform is a collection of

algorithms (or any one of the collection) which realizes the required

computations to calculate the coefficient of the discrete Fourier Transform with

a significant reduction in the actual number of multiplications performed.

DECIBEL (dB) []: One tenth of a bel.

BEL []: A unit of level when the base of the logarithm is 10. Use of the bel is

restricted to levels of quantities proportional to power.

LEVEL (OF A QUANTITY) [1]: The logarithm of the quantity to a reference of the

same kind.

Symbol =name /dimensions

t,T = time, duration / time
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x(t), y(t) - physical quantities / dimensions of the measured physical quantity

n =index / dimensionless

f =frequency / reciprocal of a time

n= coefficients of the Fourier series / dimensions of the developed quantity

On phase angle / dimensionless

X(f)= Fourier transform of x(t)/ dimensions of the function x(t) times a time

(or over a frequency)

U(p) = Laplace transform of u(t)/ dimensions of the function u(t) times a time

(or over a frequency)

p - complex variable of the Laplace transform / reciprocal of a time

W = angular frequency / reciprocal of a time

=7 damping ratio (damping over critical damping) / dimensionless

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper was originated by the work of the author inside ISO TC108 WG4 about

the relationship between the Response Spectrum and the Fast Fourier Transform.
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The Response Spectrum is a very widespread way to describe the excitation in the

fields of the structural engineering when dealing with:

- seismic design of structures

- seismic qualification of components and equipments

- shock and vibration testing of components and systems.

The response spectrum (RS) is a very powerfull mean to evaluate the maximum

response of a single degree of freedom system excited by a dynamic load, but it

is necessary to be very carefull when dealing with multi degrees of freedom

systems or with components functionality.

En case of complex structures or components the dynamic behaviour is strongly

dependent upon the phase relationship among the different components of the

excitation and of the response itself; but the RS gives no information at all

about the phase relationship of the elementary components of the excitation.

This is the reason why, when dealing with structural response spectrum analysis,

there are a lot of different ways to combine the response of each mode of

vibration of a complex structure to get the total response to a multifrequency

excitation.

Besides this, should reference be made to the capability of operation of an

equipment in presence of dynamic loads, a quite precise evaluation of the

dynamic behaviour should be done.

Another structural aspect which should be mentioned is the problem of the low

cycle fatigue whose presence is enhanced when dealing with structures with non

linear behaviour in presence of extreme loads. n this case too a precise
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description of the excitation should be made in order to evaluate correctly the

response of the structures.

2. RATIONALE

Response spectrum is a widespread word used by seismologists and by structural

engineers to describe dynamic transient phenomena such as shocks, explosions,

earthquakes.

Some typical expressions are:

- shock response spectrum

- acceleration response spectrum

- floor response spectrum.

The words "response spectrum" (RS) will be used instead of the lonely word

"spectrum" to avoid misunderstanding in accordance with reference [1].

RS is a graph giving acceleration or velocity or displacement dimensionlike

quantities versus periods or frequencies. It is the graph of the maximum

response of a single degree of freedom system to a transient excitation versus

the frequency, when the natural frequency of the system itself is made to vary

in the given frequency range.

The RS is no more an analytical continuous function but a graph of discrete

values, thus sum, difference, multiplication and ratio of RSs are not defined.
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The RS is a way to define in the frequency domain some characteristics of a

transient motion with reference to its effects on an oscillating system.

Just because this fact the RS has become since long time to be used for defining

dynamic loads both for design purposes and for experimental tests performance.

There was an evolution as long as this last application going from rough load

description and simple test procedure to more precise and meaningful tests.

Then in the field of the seismic experimental tests the sinusoidal excitation

was improuved with the reproduction of multifrequency transient motions whose

description is still made with the RS.

In a somewhat similar way the shock tests are going to be performed with a

required RS instead of with classical shape pulse as halfsine, sawtooth and

squared wave: this leaves the test engineer free to generate time histories

whose RS is enveloping the required one.

3. PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION OF RS

When an earthquake strikes a building, the RS on a floor of the building at a

given frequency gives the maximum amplitude of the acceleration of a single

degree of freedom system fixed on that floor having its natural frequency equal

to the considered one.

The acceleration response spectrum can be regarded as the maximum acceleration

response to a given excitation of damped mass-spring systems as a function of

the natural frequencies of the systems (slightly different from definition given

in [2]).
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To describe with an RS a transient motion in a given frequency range it shall be

considered a set of single degree of freedom systems whose natural frequencies

are inside the given frequency range.

Each RS is defined for a given damping ratio, the same for all the single degree

of freedom systems of the set.

4. MATHEMATICAL DETERMINATION OF THE RS IN THE CONTINUOUS DOMAIN

Should a single-degree-of-freedom system, described as a second order system

with mass/spring/damper, be excited by a transient motion (earthquake or shock),

the maximum amplitude of oscillation will be the amplitude of the RS in

correspondence of the frequency and damping of the oscillating system. With the

system fixed to the ground, the ground RS is obtained; with the system on a

house floor, the floor RS is obtained: the last one will take into account the

"filtering" due to the house (the house's natural frequenies and damping).

The oscillating system has a frequency response function given by:

H(f) = (1 + j 27 f/fo)/( - f/f 02 +j 2 f/fo) (4.1)

where:

f frequency

fo = natural frequency of the oscillator (k/m)1/2/(2r), being k the spring

stiffness and m the oscillating mass

7 = damping ratio (dimensionless)

2(mk)112 critical damping.
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H(f) is the dimensionless ratio between the absolute motion of the oscillating

mass and the absolute motion of the excitation (on the ground or on the floor

depending upon where the system stands).

H(f) can be obtained from the following differential equation describing the

motion of a single-degree-of-freedom system excited by a motion (second order

equation):

dzy/dt2 + 2 2fo (dy/dt - dz/dt) + (2irfo)2 (y - ) 0 (4.2)

where y and z are respectively the absolute displacement of the mass and the

absolute displacement of the excitation motion. d /dt and d2 /dt2 are the

Laplace operators and stay for the first and second derivative with respect to

the time.

With reference to table I by integrating that equation, the time history of the

mass motion (acceleration or velocity or displacement) can be obtained. Such an

integration can be performed either in the time domain or in the p-domain via

the Laplace transform (see Appendix A for the transform definitions).

In any case the maximum value of the time history is reported in the graph of

the RS in correspondence of the frequency equal to the natural one of the chosen

oscillator.

At the end of each cycle of integration the natural frequency f of the

oscillator is made to vary, so it is possible to build up a graph giving the

maximum values of the response of the oscillator to the excitation versus the

frequency.
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It's also possible to build up a family of graphs making to vary the damping

ratio rq of the oscillators: along a graph the frequency is changing, whereas the

damping ratio is changing among graphs.

The RS is strongly dependent upon the input excitation to the oscillators and

these ones are only a way to determine some caracteristics of the excitation.
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TABLE I

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE RS CALCULATION IN THE CONTINUOUS DOMAIN

START

INPUT DATA:
Excitation time history
Damping ratio 1

m ill~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
FREQUNCY fo STEPPING FROM

FMIN TO FMAX

INTEGRATIO OF
THE MOTION EQUATION
OF AN OSCILLATOR WITH
fo NATURAL FREQUENCY

AND rn DAMPING RATIO

DETERMINATION OF THE
MAXIMUM VALUE
OF THE RESPONSE TIME

HISTORY OF THE OSCILLATOR

mill
NO fo HAS REACHED

<- THE MAXIMUM VALUE

YES v

PLOT OF THE
RESPONSE SPECTRUM
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Note1

Also in the continuous domain in practice the analysing frequency f (the

frequency of the oscillators) is made to vary in the following way:

- the frequency range, where the transient motion will be described, is divided

in a number of octaves;

- each octave, defined between 2n f and 2n+1 f (being f the starting

frequency of the range) is subdivided in q intervals (e. g. 3, 6 or 12) as

follows:

I frequency of the octave 2 f starting frequency of the octave

II frequency of the octave 2n+l/q f 2 f 211q

III frequency of the octave =2n+2/q f 2 f 22/cq

q-th frequency of the octave 2n+(q-1)Iq f = 2 f 2(q-1)fq

(q+l) -th frequency of the octave 2q/q f - 2 f 2q/q 2n+1 f ending

frequency of the octave.

It follows that the frequency resolution of the graph decreases as the frequency

increases.

Note 2

Whichever the damping ratio, all the RSs reach the same value as the frequency

takes very high values (the period goes to zero): that value is the Zero Period

Acceleration" (ZPA). ZPA gives the maximum value of the transient excitation; an

oscillating system with very high natural frequency (perfectly rigid spring)

does not have resonance and it will move exactly following the excitation: the

output motion equals the input motion with no amplification.
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Note 3

The RS is not an analytical function, thus it is nor possible to perform sum,

difference, product and ratio of RSs neither to define derivatives or integrals.

If the velocity RS of a transient motion is needed having the acceleration RS,

the first one should be calculated starting from the differential equation 4.2

and solving the equation with respect to the velocity response of the

oscillators.

Note 4

When solving equation 4.2 for the maximum value of the response, the total

duration of the response time history of the oscillator shall be taken into

account: in dependence both upon damping ratio and natural frequency of the

oscillator and upon the nature of the transient excitation the oscillator

response can last more than the excitation.

The RS can be evaluated over three different time intervals [2]:

- interval starting and ending with the excitation, then the initial RS is

obtained;

- interval starting with the excitation and ending with the response (greater

than the excitation duration), then the maximax RS is obtained (slightly

different from [2]);
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- interval starting at the end of the excitation and ending at the end of the

response (queue of the response after the excitation end), then the residual

RS is obtained.

The use of initial and residual RS is not recommended because in practice it is

difficult to define precisely the end of the excitation.

Note 5

The RS can be evaluated considering three different definitions of the maximum

value of the response (slightly different from definition in [2]):

- the maximum value in the same direction of the maximum value (irrespective

of the sign) of the excitation, then the positive RS is obtained;

- the maximum value in the opposite direction of the maximum value

(irrespective of the sign) of the excitation, then the negative RS is

obtained;

- the absolute maximum value, then the absolute RS is obtained.

Note 6

The RS's graph can be plotted versus period or frequency whether the low

frequency range or the high frequency range should be highlighted. It is

worthnoting that going through a period linear plot starting from a frequency

linear plot it follows:
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- constant values of the RS will be kept constant (lines parallel to the

abscissa axis);

- linear slopes becomes hy-perboles due to the transformation T - /f;

- curve pieces in the high periods range will be compressed (shortened) in the

frequency representation, while curve pieces in the low periods range will

widen.

Thus special attention should be paid when representing an RS with linear,

semilog or log paper.

5. DETERMINATION OF RS IN THE DISCRETE DOMAIN

Going back to the integration of equation 4.2, the discrete Fourier transform

(see Appendix A) of the excitation can be considered and with boundary

conditions of no initial motion it holds:

Y = Z (1 + j 2 i f/fo) /(l + j 2 f/f - f/f 0 2) Z H(f) (5.1)

So it is possible to calculate the discrete FT of the response of the oscillator

and via the inverse Fourier transformation the maximum of the time history is

collected to build up the RS of the excitation z(t) (see table II).

Generally the. excitation motion is described with a sampled acceleration time

history, so the acceleration RS is obtained, being always used the formula 5.1

in the discrete domain: this formula allows to calculate acceleration, velocity
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or displacement response in dependence of the description of the excitation

motion with acceleration, velocity or displacement.

In table III the transformations are given to calculate a response spectrum in a

magnitude different from the starting one; e.g. to have the displacement

response spectrum of an acceleration time history reference should be made to

the last column and the transformation in the third line should be applied, thus

the displacement response of the oscillators and the response spectrum is

obtained via equation 5.1:

Y = H(f) A(f)/(- 4 r2f2)

In practice a lot of algorithms is used to calculate RS [161, but care should be

taken with reference to the limitations of each algorithm.

?)
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TABLE II

BLOCK DIAGRAM OF THE RS CALCULATION IN THE DISCRETE DOMAIN

START

INPUT DATA:
Excitation time history
Sampling frequency
Sample duration = T
Damping ratio = 
Points per octave = q
Number of octaves = N

FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM OF
THE EXCITATION TIME HISTORY

FREQUENCY fo STEPPING FROM
FMIN TO FMAX WITH

>- FMIN = 1/T
fo =FMIN*2exp(n+j/q)

n = ,N and for each n:
j= 1, .,(q-1)

PRODUCT BETWEEN FFT
OF THE EXCITATION AND
SINGLE DEGREE OF FREEDOM
FREQUENCY RESPONSE FUNCT.
WITH fo NATURAL FREQUENCY

INERF FT

DET. OF MAX. VALUE
OF RESPONSE TIME HISTORY

NO fo HAS REACHED
<- THE MAXIMUM VALUE=
FMIN*2exp((oct No)+(q-1)/q)

YES v

PLOT OF THE RESP. SPECT.

END
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TABLE III

TRANSFORMATION AMONG KINEMATICAL MAGNITUDES

STARTING Displacement Velocity Acceleration
FUNCTION d(t) v(t) a(t)

FT
of the start. D(f) V(f) A(f)
function

T
R Displacement D(f) V(f)/(j2rf) A(f)/(-47r2 f2 )
A
N
S
F
O Velocity (j27rf) D(f) V(f) A(f)/(j2rf)
R
M
A
T
I Acceleration (-4irf2 f2 ) D(f) (j27rf) V(f) A(f)
0
N

6. FINAL REMARKS ABOUT FT AND RS

6.1. Time domain - frequency domain correspondence

There is a biunique correspondence between a time history and its FT: the

meaning of the discrete FT is slightly different from the continuous FT (see

Appendix A), but correspondence is still valid. This means the FT of a time

domain function completely describes the starting time domain function.

There is no biunique correspondence between a time history and its RS: neither

in the continuous nor in the discrete domain its possible to go back from an RS

to the starting time domain function. Different time histories can generate the

same RS, then from an RS it is possible to generate different time histories

[17].

M y
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The exact time history shape is recorded only via the FT. In the seismic field

is very usefull the RS concept, because, due to the statistical nature of the

seismic phenomenon, it is easier to condensate in an RS the properties of a

class of earthquakes; it's also easier to compare different class of earthquakes

and to state criteria of choice with respect to the applications. Anyway not

only the shape goes lost, but the duration too. Also with regard to shock

phenomena the effective shocks are very different from the classical ones: then

to give some general criterium. of comparison a possible way is given by the RS.

6.2. Excitation severity

The RS can give maximum acceleration or maximum relative displacement in

dependence of the chosen calculation model and the maximum acceleration of

oscillatory systems determines in most cases the maximum mechanical stress of

attachments and the maximum relative displacement of members in the elastic

field. But RS does not give information on what happens when structures are

stressed beyond the elastic field and when low cycle fatigue can be developed;

acceleration RSs therefore do not describe completely the damage potential of

the excitation. The judgement should be based on possible failure modes [2].
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6.3. Test reproducibility

Reproducibility of measurements is defined in a joint working group document

(BIPM, EG, ISO and O114) as the closeness of the agreement between the results

of measurements of the same measurand, where the individual measurements are

carried out changing conditions such as:

- method of measurement,

- observer,

- measuring instrument,

- location,

- conditions of use,

- time.

In order to facilitate the method of measurement it is very valuable the use of

the RS to characterize the excitation. Both the time history or its FT are very

difficult to be exactly reproduced in experimental tests, anyway different time

histories with the same RS can generate different test results as long as stress

and operability are concerned.
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APPENDIX A. FOURIER TRANSFORM4

A.1 Fourier Transform in the continuous domain

A.1.1 Mathematics

Only for non-periodic functions the Fourier Transform (FT) can be defined as:

X(f) - -wf+"O x(t) e2'Jft dt (A.1)

and the Inverse Fourier Transform (IFT) as:

x(t) - ---J+' X(f) e211ft df (A.2)

where j is the imaginary unit.

An useful way to get the Fourier transform of a function is to pick up its

Laplace Transform from a lot of tables, putting p j 2r f:

X(p) = _,j+ x(t) e-pt dt (A.3)

The Fourier Transform is a complex function of the real variable f (frequency);

this function can be represented either highlighting its real and imaginary part

or its absolute value and phase:

X(f) Real Part ( X(f)) +j Imaginary Part ( X(f)) (A.4)
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X(f) - Absolute value of ( X(f)) e~j Phase of ( X(f)) (A.5)

Note

The FT is defined over the frequency axis starting from the negative infinite

going to the positive infinite.

Only the function part defined over the positive frequency is generally

considered, because the meaning of the negative frequencies is not immediately

understandable. Anyway it's very important to take into account that to go back

to the original function in the time domain with A.2 the FT function defined

over the whole frequency axis (positive and negative) should be used.

A.1.2 Relationship between time domain and frequency domain

Time domain function ~----FT function in the frequency domain

even even

odd odd

even and real even and real

odd and real even and imaginary

real even real part

odd imaginary part

imaginary odd real part

even imaginary part

even and imaginary even and imaginary

odd and imaginary odd and real
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A.2 Laplace and Fourier Transforms of discrete signals

Should an analogue signal be digitally sampled, it becomes a discrete signal,

whose mathematical expression is following:

x*(t) = -~ x(n T 6(t-n T) (A.6)

where:

Tc sampling interval l/fc

fc-sampling frequency

6(t-n T) 1 (t equal to n T); 0 (t not equal to n T )

x(t) is zero for all negative t.

The Fourier transform of such a signal is still a continuous function of the

frequency, i. e.:

X*(f) - OE x(n T) e27rnTc (A.7)

Similarly the Laplace Transform of a discrete signal x*(t) is a continuous

function in the p domain:

X*(P) n=01 x(n T) e-nTcp (A.8)

Let epTc = , the z-transform of the discrete function x(t) is defined as:

X(z) -0 x(n T z-' (A.9)
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which is a continuous function of z.

It could be easily demonstrated that the FT of a discrete signal is a periodic

function with period fC over the frequency axis. Thus it is possible to study

the function in the range (-fc/2; f/2); taking into account the relationships

of clause A.1.2 the FT of a real function is hermitian` (even real part and odd

imaginary part), thus the analysis can be restricted in the range (;fJ/2).

It can be demonstrated that the following relationship relates the FT of the

discrete signal x*(t) to the FT of the continuous signal x(t):

X*(f) = C mE X(f+rfc) + x(O)/2 (A.10)

It is very important to notice that: because its periodicity the function X, as

a sum of infinite Xs displaced of rfC, differs from X both in the low and in

the high frequency range. Thus it is not possible to go back to the function

x(t) starting from X*: this fact can be understood taking into account that the

discrete function x*(t) does not contain informations between a sample instant

and the following one. This can be avoided if the sampling frequency f is

greater than twice the maximum frequency b present in the signal:

f0 Ž> 2 b (A.11)

In this case the tails of X(f) does not superpose each other and X*(f)

coincides with X(f) [121.

9;4.5
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In practice this is done by filtering the signal with a low pass-band filter

with cutoff frequency fb: then the signal is band limited" and it can be

sampled with a frequency f. given by A.11.

A.3 Fourier Transform of a discrete and truncated function

A continuous function x(t) periodic of period T can be truncated (bounded) in

the interval (O,T):

x(t) per < t< T

h(t) 

0 elsewhere

then:

X(f) - Jf x(t) eij2 f dt (A.12)

In this case it holds:

=n X(fn)/T (A.13)

i.e. the coefficients of the Fourier series of x(t):

X(t)= cn co s (2ir nf t - 6.)

are coincident with the values of the FT of h(t) divided by T; it should be

remembered that h(t) is the restriction of x(t) to the interval (,T).
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Note: h(t) can be transformed, but it can not be developed in Fourier series

because it is not periodic; x(t) can be developed in series, but it can

not be transformed, because it is periodic.

Then a function h(t) defined over the whole time axis can be sampled and its FT

is given by:

H*(f) = = Z~c h(t,,) e-j21 f t (A.14)

Let the sampling frequency be highlighted:

H-(f) = nc1 h(n/fc) eij2 f lfIc (A.15)

Should h(t) be bounded in a finite interval starting from zero, the FT of a

discrete and bounded function is given by:

H*(f) n=,ZN-1 h(n/fc) e-j27 f nlfEc (A.16)

H*(f) is defined up to b, which is the maximum frequency of the starting

function h(t), and should the sampling frequency satisfy the relationship A.1l

there is no superposition of the transforms, thus:

H*(f) - f, H(f) (A.17)

i.e. the transform of the discrete and bounded function h(t,,) equals the

transform of the continuous and bounded function h(t) times the sampling

frequency f. So it is possible to go back to the original and continuous

function h(t). It is worthnoting that the transform is a continuous and periodic

function in the frequency domain with period .
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Now it is possible to obtain from A.13 the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT):

H(fn) T c = l/fe k, 0 XN-1 h(k/fc) e-i27 f klfc (A.18)

The formula can be rewritten as:

H, H(f,) = T/(2N) k=OE2N-1 hk e-127 rn k/(2N) (A.19)

where:

2N =number of sampling points in the time domain

T =duration of the total sample of h(t) = 2N/f.

fn n/T - n f/(2N)

h (k/fc) hk

This transform is periodic of fc and is defined over the period fC with 2N

resolution points given by:

fn n f/ (2N)

Should the function h be real, its DFT is completely described with N points

from 0 to f/2.

To go back to the original time domain function, a system of 2N equations should

be solved:

H, = l/fc k=01"'N1 hk e- 2 n k(2N) (A.20)
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where:

- hk unknown values of the function h

- H1 - known values of the transform.

Then it holds:

hk /T 0.Z2N1-1 H.I~ e27 k n2N) (A.21)

A.4 Summary

- Fourier transform of a continuous function:

X(f) -OfJ' x(t) e2Ift dt (A.1)

x(t) = -,,f+- X(f) e27rft df (A. 2)

Both functions x(t) and X(f) are continuous, not periodic, defined over the

whole abscissas axis. X(f) has the same dimensions as x(t) times the time (or

over the frequency).

II - Fourier transform of a discrete function:

H*(fE) n-=1 h(n/fc) eiZ2 f lfc (A.15)

h(n/f.) = /f0 -.f+fc H*(f) e21fn/fc df (A. 22)
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h(n/f,,) is discrete and not periodic, sampled from the continuous function

h(t), and the function H*(f) is continuous and periodic. H*(f) has the same

dimensions of the function h(t).

III - Fourier transform of a discrete and bounded function:

Hn-H(fn) T/(2N) k=. 0E2N-1 hk e21r k/(2N) (A.19)

Both hk and H are periodic and discrete, respectively sampled from h(t) and

from H*(f) . H. has the dimensions of hk times the time (or over the frequency).

III - Concluding table

I I Continuous domain IDiscrete domain

iTime Ix(t) X(f) ei2Irft dfj x. -x(tk) 1 /T =oz2N-1 X(f n) e21 k n(2N)

Idomainj

1Freq. IX(f) =.O+ x(t) e2Wft dtiXn - X(f,) T/(2N) k=OX2N-1 Xk e27 n k/(2N)

Idomainl
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X(f.,) is a sampling of the continuous function X(f) and (tk) is a sampling of

the continuous function x(t).

It should be remembered that the meaning of X(f) and X(fn) is quite different.

To get X(f,,) it is necessary to perform a windowing" of a periodic function

x(t) in the window-interval [;T] , whereas the FT of a periodic function does

not exist. Of course it is possible to define and to calculate the FT X(f) of

the windowed function x(t) after A.12, but, when going back to the time domain

starting from X(f), the windowed function x(t) is obtained and this is zero but

in the interval [O;TJ: thus x(t) is no more periodic over the whole time domain

axis. But, when going back to the time domain starting from X(f,'), the discrete

function hk is obtained and this is a periodic function defined over the whole

time domain axis with a period of T.

This means that if the discrete FT of a discrete function existing only in a

finite interval [O;T] (a transient) is calculated, when going back to the time

domain a periodic discrete function is obtained: so it is necessary to be very

carefull when dealing with direct and inverse Fourier transformation in the

discrete domain.

A.5 Discrete Fourier Transform properties

a. The values of the digital Fourier transform are the Fourier series

coefficients of a time domain function of period T.

b. Should the sampling interval of the function x(t) be At = /f,, the total

duration is given by: T = (2N - 1) At, where 2N is the points number and

the first point is the starting oint of the record.

g 5)
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c. Being the fundamental frequency of x (t) equal to 1/T, the DFT values

(Fourier coefficients) are defined only for multiples of /T and the

frequency resolution Af is equal to /T.

d. The DFT is given by the computers only for positive frequencies with 2N/2

=N points.

e. The maximum frequency of such a transform is (N - )/T.

f. The cutoff frequency (Nyquist frequency) is given by 1/(2At) (2N -

1)/(2T) and it is thus greater than the maximum frequency by Af/2.

A.6 Fast Fourier Transform

The Fast Fourier Transform () algorithm was discovered by C.F. Gauss (1977-

1855).

The discrete FT is a mathematically defined trigonometric summation relating a

pair of periodic sequencies each of lenght 2N (see formulas A.19 and A.21).

The FFT, as given in the definitions, is merely a collection of algorithms which

effectively factor the weighted summations into a sequence of shorter weighted

surmations: this is done by taking advantage of the periodicities and the

symmetries of the periodic weighting factors and of the transform itself [14].
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APPENDIX B. EXAMPLES OF COMPARISON BETWEEN RS AND FFT.

B. Sinusoidal functions

B.l.l Fourier Transform of a bounded sinusoidal function

Should a bounded sinusoidal function be defined as:

O where O<t<t1

x(t) A sin(2irf~t) where tl<t<t1 + Ta (B.1a)

O where t1 + T<t<T

The Fourier Transform, as defined per A, gives:

ti+ Ta

X(f) = -A/(4ir) Iei27rCfof)t /(f,-f) + e2,(fo+f)t /(fo+f) (B.2)

ti

where the expression at right is the difference between the value taken in t +

Ta and the value taken in t.

B.1.2 FT of sinusoidal function defined from 0 to T

A) Continuous domain

Should a bounded sinusoidal function be defined as:

x(t) = A sin(27rfot) where O<t<T (B.1ib)

5?)s,
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The Fourier Transform after B.2 is:

X(f) - -A(ej21 (fao-f)T /(f,-f) + e27rfo+f)T /(fo+f) - 2f0/(f02-f2) )/(4r) (FB.3)

where in B.2 t is equal to 0 and T is equal to the signal total duration T.

Now if the duration of the sinusoidal wave sample is chosen as T = n T n/fo,

then the F modulus has its maxima in correspondence of the frequencies zeroes

of the following equation:

tan (nirf/f,) nr(f2 - f02)/(2f0f) (B.4)

being the first n zeroes (maxima of the FT modulus) before f.

The FT modulus for f=fo takes the following value (see Fig. B-l):

I X(f 0) = n AT0!? = AT/2 (B.5)

and for f=O:

IX(0)I 0

Notes

- The Laplace Transform after A.3 of the sine function defined over the

whole time domain axis is:
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X(p) A 2fo /(4i'r2f0
2 + p2)

The Laplace Transform after A.3 of the sine function defined over the

time interval [O;T] is:

X(p) - -Aj (e~j2Irfo-p)T /(j27rfo-p) + e(27fo+p)T /(j2rfo-ip) +

+ j4irfo/(4r2f 0 2+p 2 ) )/2 (B.6)

from which is easy to get formula B.3 with p j2irf.

- The Fourier Transform after A.1 of the sine function defined over the

whole time domain axis does not exist: it is not possible to define the FT

of a periodic function. The Fourier Transform of the sine function defined

over the time interval O;TJ is given by B.3.

- A queue of zero values before the sine wave start, t not equal to zero in

B.1a, modifies the phase curve of the FT, but not the modulus curve. A

queue of zero values after the sine wave stop, between tTa, and T, does

not modify either the phase curves either the modulus curve.

B) Discrete domain

Should now be. considered the discrete sinusoidal function defined from 0 to T,

the FT is given by A.19, i.e. the sampled form of B.3. As an example, Fig. B-2

gives the time domain sinusoidal function and its FT: for sake of clarity Fig.

B-2 shows the sinusoidal function as discrete values connected with lines and

the FT is represented by a + sign in correspondence of each discrete value of
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the frequency. In this case a frequency resolution of /(nT0 ) with n19 was

chosen, so the frequency resolution is an integer part of the sine wave

frequency f.

Notes

- It is easy to verify formula B.5: the absolute value function, in

correspondence of the sine wave frequency f, takes the value AT/2 - 1 x

1,9/2 = 0,95 (see Fig. B-2).

- Besides relationship A.13 holds between the absolute value of the FT and

the coefficients of the Fourier series: for the sinusoidal function of Fig.

B-2 IX(fo) = T c1 1 - 1,9 11/21 - 0,95. It should be remembered that in

the discrete domain to a discrete FT corresponds a periodic function, i.e.

in this example a sample of an integer number of cycle of a sine wave will

be repea ted indefinitly over the whole time axis; thus for a periodic

function is possible to define a Fourier serie and for a sine wave the

Fourier serie has only one component whose amplitude is half the sine wave

amplitude after A.13.

- The lower graph of Fig. B-3 shows the FT of the bounded and discrete

sinusoidal function, which is periodic over f500 Hz, as before said in

clause A.2. Thus to study the functions properties and to save computer

memory it's possible to keep in memory only the data relevant to the

interval (0; f2), i.e. (0; 250). But it should be kept in mind that, to

go back to the time domain, the functions shall be used over the whole

interval (0; f.) i.e. (0; 500).
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- Figs. B-2 and B-3 give different shape for the FT: this is due to a zero

point added at the end of the sine wave before transformation in Fig.

B-3; then the frequency resolution is no more an integer fraction of the

sine wave frequency f. The upper graph of Fig. B-3 shows some tails to

the FT peak due to the added zero point.

Although the discrete FT is a sampling of the corresponding continuous FT,

after A.13 the discrete FT can be seen as a Fourier serie and this means

that when coming back to the time domain a "periodic" function over the

whole time axis is obtained. Then adding zero values (zero queues) before

or after a sample of a time domain function will improuve the sampling of

the discrete FT, but it will generate a new time domain function too: a

function with periodically" added zero queues.

- Taking a sine wave with a shift of a quarter of a period T, a cosine wave

is obtained and this leads in the continuous domain to the situation of

Fig. B-4. But in the discrete domain, should the frequency resolution be

chosen as (l/(nT,)), an integer part of the cosine wave frequency f, the

situation is that in the lower part of Fig. B-4: same as in Fig. B-2,

i.e. there is no difference between the FT of a sine or cosine wave. All

considerations about frequency resolution are still valid.

B.1.3 FT of sinusoidal wave with a duration of a period T0

A) Continuous domain

Should a sinusoidal wave be defined as (sine pulse):
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o where O<t<t1

x(t) A sin(2irfot) where t1<t<t1 + T (B. lc)

o where t + T<t<T

The Fourier Transform, as defined per B.2, gives:

X(f) -A(ej2'r(foaf)To /(f,-f) + e2'(fo+f)Tro /(f o+f) - 2f0/(f02-f2) ) e21ftl/(4r)

where in B.2 t and Ta were put equal respectively to nT, and to the sine wave

period T,

The modulus of such a function becomes (see Fig. B-5):

IX(f)I Afo sin(1rf/fo)i/Orifo2-f21)

Such a modulus for f-f. takes the following value:

I X(fo) AT0/2

and for f=O:

IX(0)I 0

Notes

- A time shift t of the start, i.e. a queue of zero values before, modifies

the phase curve of the FT but not the modulus curve, as already said in
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B.1.2.. A queue of zero values after the sine pulse does not modify either

the phase curve either the modulus curve.

B) Discrete domain

Should now be considered what happens in the discrete domain, two choices shall

be done:

- the sampling frequency (how many points shall describe the sine pulse in

the time domain)

- the sample length (how long should be the sample, sine pulse plus zeroes

queue, to get the desired frequency resolution).

The sampling frequency should be chosen in agreement with condition A.11, but to

know b means to have already calculated the FT of the signal; for the sine

pulse reference can be made to the results in the continuous domain (Fig. B-5).

The mathematical FT of the sine pulse is never completely zero, so b should go

to infinity, but in practice the value 10 times f can be chosen. At 10 times

the sine frequency f the FT has a maximum absolute value smaller than two

decades (-40 dB) with respect to the overall maximum absolute value.

Now to choose the sample length equal to the period T of the sine pulse means

to get a result similar" to that obtained in Fig. B-2: the meaning of the

discrete FT is again to have a continuous sine and not a sine pulse.
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In Fig. B-7 a same sample length T-3,958 s and T 0-, s (frequency resolution -

11(39,58 T) - 1/3,958 Hz) was chosen, but in this case the discrete description

of the FT is more close to the mathematical FT (Fig. B-8); anyway also in this

case the meaning of the discrete FT is to have a sine pulse with queues of

zeroes lasting 38,58 T seconds, repeated indefinitly over the time axis.

B.1.4 FT of sinusoidal wave with a duration of a half period T/2 (classical

half-sine pulse)

A) Continuous domain

The classical-half-sine pulse can be defined as:

o where 0<t<t1

x(t) - A sin(2irfot) where t 1 <t<t1 + T/2 (B.1d)

o where t + T/2<t<T

The Fourier Transform, as defined per B.2, gives:

X(f) -A(4ir)-1 (eilr(fo-f)To /(f0-f) + e'(fo+f)To /(fo+f) - 2f 0 /(f 0 2-f2) ) e21ftl

where in B.2 t and T were put equal respectively to nT0 and to a half the sine

wave period T.

The modulus of such a function becomes (see Fig. B-6):

I X( f)I1 Afo I cos(7rf/(2f0 ) ) /(7r If.2-f2 )
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Such a modulus for f=fQ takes the following value:

IX(f0)I - AT0/4

and for f-0

IX(0)l I- AT0/ir

B) Discrete domain

Same remarks as per sine pulse are applicable.

Fig. B-7 shows a sine pulse and a half sine pulse with the same T - 0,1 s

and the same total duration T 3,958 s (same frequency resolution for the

discrete FT)..Fig. B-8 gives the two discrete FTs.

B.1.5 RS of sinusoidal wave with a duration of a period T (sine pulse)

For sake of comparison, Fig. B-9 shows the absolute maximax RSs for the sine

pulse together with the half-sine pulse with sufficiently long zeroes queues, so

the frequency resolution is increased in the low frequency range. All RSs were

calculated with a damping ratio of 0,01 and 24 points/octave. Calculations were

performed using an improuved recursive formula ramp invariant [16] and in the

used program the first frequency is given by the inverse of the total sample

duration.
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Notes

- As can be easily seen, the ZPA of the maximax RS gives the peak value of the

excitation. The peak value and the shape of the RS depend strictly upon the kind

of excitation, but it is not possible to go back to the excitation in the time

domain; thus any precise information about shape of the excitation in the time

domain went lost.

- The frequency corresponding to the maximum value is different between FT and

RS: the thing is more apparent in the half-sine pulse case.

B.1.6 RS of sinusoidal wave with a duration of a half period T/2 (classical

half-sine pulse)

The following absolute RSs were calculated:

- maximax RS of a half-sine with a "long" zeroes queue (nT, - 20,5 * 0,1=

2,05 s), see Fig. B-9;

- residual RS of a half-sine with a "long" zeroes queue, see Fig. B-l0;

- initial RS of a half-sine with a long" zeroes queue, see Fig. B-ll;

- residual RS of a half-sine with a "short" zeroes queue, see Fig. B-l0;

- initial RS of a half-sine with a short" zeroes queue, see Fig. -11;

- residual RS of a half-sine with "no zeroes queue", see Fig. -10;
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- initial RS of a half-sine with no zeroes queue", see Fig. B-li.

Notes

- As can be easily seen maximax and initial RSs are coincident in this example

for the same time domain sample (compare Fig. B-9 with Fig. B-il).

- Maximax and initial RSs are different for different time domain samples:

different time domain samples means different frequency resolutions, thus in the

low frequency range there is a lack of informations when the frequency

resolution is insufficient (compare Fig. B-10 with B-il).

- Residual RSs are different not only in the low frequency range, but in the

high frequency range too (see Fig. B-b0); the residual RS was calculated on the

first period corresponding to the analysing frequency after the excitation. It

is very important to define exactly when the excitation stops: in the highest

diagram the excitation stops after a long zeroes queue, but this is only matter

of how long is the time sample to get better frequency resolution. The effective

excitation is stopping in all three cases immediatly after the pulse, then care

should be taken how to handle time recordings. Due to practical difficulties in

determining the excitation end, after [21 the maximax spectrum calculation is

recommended. Anyway also when calculating the maximax RS, care should be taken

on how to handle data recordings otherwise the same pulse could give different

RSs (see the previous note).
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- Residual RSs have in any case zero ZPAs; also with very low damping ratio,

oscillations of high frequency spring-mass systems are damped out very soon,

then after a long zeroes queue they are no more oscillating (see Fig. B-10).

B.2 Triangular functions

B.2.1 FT of triangular wave with a duration of a period T.

A) Continuous domain

Should a bounded triangular function be defined as:

o where O<t<t1

4A(t-tj)/T0 where t1 <t<t1 + T/4

x(t) -4A(t-t1 -T0/2)/T0 where t + T/4<t<ti +3 T/4 (B.7a)

4A(t-t1 -T0 )/T0 where t1 +3 T/4<t<t1 + TO

o where t1 + T<t<T

The Fourier Transform, as defined per A, gives:

ti+ T/4

X(f) 2A/(irTof) I jteij2I:t + e2',ft /(2irf) + jtleij2IftI +

ti+ 3 T/4

-A/(irTof) I-jteij21ft + e-i2Ift /(2irf) +j(t + T/2)eij21ft + (B.8)

ti+ T/4
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i+ 

+A/ (rTof) I -jte-j27rft + e-j27rft /(2irf) +j (t + T)e-j27rftI

t,+ 3 T/4

Should a bounded triangular function be defined in the interval (O;T0 ) as:

4At/TO where 0<t<T0/4

x(t) -4A(t-TO/2)/TO where T0/4<t<3 T/4 (B.7b)

4A(t-T0 )/T0 where 3 T/4<t<T0

0 where T0<t<T

The Fourier Transform, as defined per B.8, gives:

X(f) = A(2eijfTo/2 + e1fT - 1 - 2eijlf3TcI2)/(r2f2T0 ) (B.9)

where in B. 8 t is equal to 0 and T (period of the triangular wave) is equal to

the signal total duration T.

The modulus of such a function becomes:

I X(f)I = A [ 0 - 2cos (2ifT0 ) - 8cos (fffT 0/2) - 8cos (fffT,) +8cos (3fT0 /2)12/ (r2f2T 0 )

Such a modulus for f = f takes the following value:

X (fo)I = 4 AT0/7r2

and for f=0:

IX(0)I 0
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Notes

- A time shift t of the start, i.e. a queue of zero values before, does not

modify the modulus curve of the FT but the phase curve and a queue of zero

values after the triangular cycle does modify nor the modulus neither the

phase curves, as already said in B.l.3.

B) Discrete domain

The same considerations as per sine pulse are applicable (see B.1.3).

In Fig. B-12 the same sample length (frequency resolution 1(39,58 T) ) was

chosen as in Fig. B-7, then also in this case the discrete description of the FT

is more close to the mathematical FT; anyway also in this case the meaning of

the discrete FT is to have a triangular cycle with queues of zeroes lasting

38,58 T seconds, repeated indefinitly over the time axis.

A comparison between Figs. B-8 and B-13 shows that the main lobe of the FT is

wider for the triangular cycle than for the sine pulse, whereas the peak value

is higher for-the sine pulse than for the triangular cycle: the triangular cycle

has more capability to excite oscillators with different natural frequencies,

but the sine pulse is stronger in exciting oscillators with natural frequencies

close to its own frequency.
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B.2.2 FT of triangular wave with a duration of a half period T/2 (classical

triangular pulse)

A) Continuous domain

Should a triangular pulse be defined in the interval (O;T 0/2) as:

4At/TO where 0<t<T,/4

x(t) = -4A(t-T0/2)/T 0 where T0/4<t<T0/2 (B.7c)

0 where TO/2<t<T

The Fourier Transform, as defined per (B.8), gives:

X(f) A(2eiffTo/2 - 1 - eKfTo)/(r2f2T0 )

where in B. 8 t is equal to 0 and T/2 (half -period of the triangular wave) is

equal to the signal total duration T.

The modulus of such a function becomes:

IX(f) I = A[6 + 2cos(irfT0)- cos(irfT0/2)]112/(r2f2T0 )

Such a modulus for f = f takes the following value:

]X (f 0)j= 2 AT0/1r2

and for f=0:

IX(0)i AT 0/4
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B) Discrete domain

A comparison between Figs. B-8 and B-13 confirms what already seen for the sine

pulse and the triangular cycle: the main lobe of the FT is wider for the

triangular pulse than for the half-sine pulse, whereas the peak value is higher

for the half-sine pulse than for the triangular pulse: the triangular pulse has

more capability to excite oscillators with different natural frequencies, but

the half-sine pulse is stronger in exciting oscillators with natural frequencies

close to its own frequency. Maybe this wide-band exciting capability is the

reason why in the last version of MIL-STD-810D only triangularlike pulse is

recommended (final peak saw tooth).

B.2.3 RS of triangular wave with a duration of a period T.

Calculation of Ss were performed with the same parameters as per sine pulse, as

given in B.1.5.

Notes

- Also in this case the ZPA of the total RSs gives the peak value of the

excitation (see Fig. B-14). The peak value and the shape of the RSs depend

strictly upon the kind of excitation, but it is not possible to go back to the

excitation in the time domain; thus any precise information about shape of the

excitation in the time domain went lost.
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- The frequency corresponding to the maximum value is different between FT and

RS: the thing is more apparent in the triangular pulse case.

- Considerations different from those done for the FT should be made comparing

the RSs of triangular cycle and sine pulse: complex different shapes here are

more difficult to explain. The RS of the sine pulse has both higher peak value

and wider frequency extension, but for high frequency the RS of the triangular

cycle has wider oscillation with higher peak values: the meaning is still that

the triangular cycle has more capability to excite oscillators with natural

frequencies higher than the fundamental one of the triangular cycle.

B.2.4 RS of triangular wave with a duration of a half period T/2

Calculation of RSs were performed with the same parameters as per sine pulse, as

given in .1.5.

Notes

- As already said for triangular cycle and sine pulse, complex different shapes

of the RSs here are more difficult to explain. The RS of the half-sine pulse has

both higher peak value and wider frequency extension, but for high frequency the

RS of the triangular pulse has wider oscillation with higher peak values: the

meaning is still that the triangular pulse has more capability to excite

oscillators with natural frequencies higher than its own of the triangular pulse

itself.
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B.3 Initial peak saw tooth pulse

B.3.l FT of initial peak saw tooth pulse with a duration of TO

Should an initial peak saw tooth pulse be defined in the interval (;T,) as:

At/(0,l T) where 0<t< 0,1 TO

x(t) -A(t-T0 )/(0,9 T) where 0,1 T<t(T0 (B.l0)

0 where T.<t<T

In the lower part of Fig. B-15 the time diagram of the initial peak saw tooth is

given and in Fig. B-16 its Fourier Transform, in the discrete domain, is given.

B.3.2 S of initial peak saw tooth pulse with a duration of TO

In Fig. B-17 the response spectrum of the initial peak saw tooth pulse (lower

diagram) is compared with the RS of the final peak saw tooth pulse.

B.4 Final peak saw tooth pulse

B.4.1 FT of final peak saw tooth pulse with a duration of T.

Should a final peak saw tooth pulse be defined in the interval (;T,) as:

At/(0,9 T) where 0<t< 0,9 TO

x(t) = -A(t-T0 )/(0,1 T) where 0,9 T<t<T0 (B.ll)

0 where T.<t<T

In the upper part of Fig. B-15 the time diagram of the final peak saw tooth is

given and in Fig. B-16 its Fourier Transform is given.
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B.4.2 RS of final peak saw tooth pulse with a duration of T0

In Fig. B-17 the response spectrum of the initial peak saw tooth pulse (lower

diagram) is compared with the RS of the final peak saw tooth pulse with long

zeroes queues.

In Fig. B-18 maximax and residual spectra of both type of pulse with no final

zeroes queue are compared. It is worthnoting that, after the afore mentioned

definitions, different results arise in dependence upon the zeroes queues:

- initial RS with queues gives higher values than with no queues, because in

the last case the RS gives the response of the oscillators only during the

pulse then the low frequency oscillators have no time to reach their

maximum response; ut this is wrong from a physical point of view, because

in both cases the excitation is over with the pulse and it is only matter

of convention to consider the zeroes queue in the first case as part of

the excitation;

- starting from the previous note it is easy to understand that the initial

RS with "long" zeroes queues coincides with the maximax RS with no queues;

- the residual RS with queues is lower than that one with no queues, but

this happens because the queues aloow the response to be damped. It is

worthnoting that considerations about residual RSs hold with the RS

definition given here and widely used in seismic field; using definition

in [2], often adopted to define shocks, residual RSs are equal because the

oscillators are not damped.
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Fig. B-14: Response spectrum (Damping ratio - 0,01; Points/octave - 24)

Upper part - Triangular cycle

Lower part - Triangular pulse

Fig. B-15: Upper part - Final peak saw tooth (Sampling freq. 500 Hz; Sample

duration =3,958 s)

Lower part - Initial peak saw tooth (Sampling freq. 500 Hz; Sample

duration - 3,958 s)

Fig. B-16: Upper part - Fast Fourier Transform of the final peak saw tooth

Lower part - Fast Fourier Transform of the initial peak saw tooth

Fig. B-17: Initial (continuous line) and residual (dotted line) response

spectrum (Damping ratio - 0,01; Points/octave = 24)

Upper part - Final peak saw tooth

Lower part - Initial peak saw tooth



Fig. B-18: Maximax (continuous line) and residual (dotted line) response

spectrum (Damping ratio - 0,01; Points/octave = 24)

Upper part - Final peak saw tooth

Lower part - Initial peak saw tooth
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